Hammers

Club / Sledge / Fencing Mauls

Club Hammers

A general purpose hammer for
building and demolition applications.
Ideal for delivering close heavy blows
to a cold chisel or a bolster. The striking
faces are specially hardened and heat
treated before being precision ground and
fitted to a hickory or fibreglass handle.
Made to British standard BS876:1995.

A

Fibreglass
A FAIFG212

1.134kg (21⁄ 2 lb)

Ex VAT

Inc VAT

£12.60

£15.12

1.81kg (4lb)

£14.88

£17.86

B FAIFG4LH 1.81kg (4lb)

£17.51

£21.01

FAIFG4

Sledge Hammers

ndle
m Ha
350m

WEIGHT

ndle
m Ha
220m

B

A heavy, long handled, general purpose hammer used
mainly for building work. Typical uses include setting
fence posts, striking timber splitting wedges and breaking
up concrete. Safety is always a prime concern when
using sledge hammers as they have to withstand heavy
continuous use. All Faithfull hammers are manufactured in
accordance with BS876 and both striking faces are correctly
hardened and precision ground
and chamfered. Handles are
fitted with TPR overstrike
collars for added protection.

Hickory
WEIGHT

FAIHC212C

1.134kg (21⁄ 2 lb)

FAIHC4C

1.81kg (4lb)

Ex VAT

Inc VAT

£12.60

£15.12

£14.88

£17.86

Club Hammer & 		
Brick Bolster
Set
1
A general purpose 2 /2 lb (1.134kg)
club hammer and 3in (75mm)
brick bolster for building and
demolition applications.

FAIFG212BB3
£22.12 Ex VAT
£26.54 Inc VAT

Fencing Mauls

Fibreglass
WEIGHT

Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIFG7

3.18kg (7lb)

£32.07

£38.48

FAIFG10

4.54kg (10lb)

£38.94

£46.73

FAIFG14

6.35kg (14lb)

£48.11

£57.73

ndle
in) Ha
m (32
820m

A strong neck
with the added
protection of a
TPR overstrike
collar.

Designed for driving wooden fencing posts
in to the ground. The large flat striking
faces help apply an even blow across the
head of the post, facilitating accurate and
easy driving with minimal damage to the
surface being struck.

Hickory
WEIGHT

106

SAFETY NOTE: Fencing
Mauls should ONLY be
used for hitting wood.

Fibreglass

Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIHS7C

3.18kg (7lb)

£32.07

£38.48

WEIGHT

Ex VAT

Inc VAT

FAIHS10C

4.54kg (10lb)

£38.94

£46.73

FAIFGMELL12

5.43kg (12lb)

£52.04

£62.45

FAIHS14C

6.35kg (14lb)

£48.11

£57.73

FAIFGMELL14

6.35kg (14lb)

£60.90

£73.08

